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SAP Inhouse Consultant - Focus Finance (m/f/d)

COMMITTED TO THE SKY - The passion to go beyond existing horizons defines our company. Innovative lightweight solutions for the

aerospace industry are and will remain our core business. We find new ways and solutions for the fields of Aviation, Urban Air Mobility and

Space through our commitment and competencies. FACC offers both career starters and people with professional experience varied and

exciting positions.

Your responsibilities:

Your profile:

We offer:

If you want to make a difference in your day-to-day work as well as take part in our success, then we are looking forward to your

meaningful job application, preferably by online form.

According to the GBG, we are referring to ladies, gentlemen and divers.

The collectively agreed minimum salary (KV Holzverarbeitende Industrie) for this position is EUR 37.557,38 gross p.a.

Given the according technical qualification, an above collective agreement (Holzverarbeitende Industrie) annual gross salary of at least

EUR 50.000,- is being offered for this position. The actual monthly salary will depend on your qualification und experience. Therefore,

together with you, we would like to adjust it accordingly.

Collaboration / subproject management in the introduction of S/4 HANA for SAP Finance solutions



Continuous (further) development of SAP solutions in the areas of accounting, controlling and treasury



Requirement analysis and development of solution concepts in cooperation with the specialist departments



Ongoing process and user support



Collaboration / (partial) project management in international rollouts



Collaboration in the (further) development of the Group-wide reporting system



Higher technical and/or business management education, e.g. business administration or business informatics



Preferably at least 3 years professional experience as SAP consultant / module supervisor / key user in the SAP logistics modules



Verifiable experience / knowledge in project management



Very good knowledge of written and spoken English



Strong service and customer orientation



International willingness to travel (< 10 %)



Good knowledge of German



Advantageous:

ABAP programming knowledge



Highly flexible work times


Happy Birthday: a free day for your birthday



Company canteen as well as lunch allowance



Strong and steadily growing company



Diverse and international work environment



Various regular further education and training





Your contact person:
Tanja KronbergerTanja Kronberger

FACC AG

Fischerstraße 9

4910 Ried im Innkreis

jobs@facc.com

+43/59/616-0

Place of employment:
FACC AG

Fischerstraße 9

4910 Ried im Innkreis

At a glanceAt a glance

Job:  

SAP Inhouse Consultant -

Focus Finance (m/f/d)

Place of employment: 

Ried im Innkreis

Job type:  

Full time (38,5 hours / week)
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